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ABSTRACT
Text to Speech Conversion System is basically used for converting text into equivalent speech. Research is going on to produce
more natural speech. A lot of work is already done in developing English Text to Speech system. In this paper we are
explaining method to perform transliteration from Hindi to English and vice versa and simple approach to improve voice
quality Hindi Text to Speech System. We are considering two types of input. In first method User can manually enter any text
in Hindi language by using English characters (i.e. using transliteration). In Second method user can browse any text file
written in Hindi (Devnagari Script). Single .mp3 sound file will be generated as an output which represents speech equivalent
to the given text. As in Hindi and Marathi language most of the vowels, consonants are same (except some letter’s
pronunciation), so proposed solution can also be used to generate Marathi text to speech system and transliteration.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Text to Speech synthesis is developing technology which has been used in many real applications. Existing text to
speech technology produces speech but quality of speech is not so natural. It is much like robotic speech. Research is
going on in developing natural, fluent speech. There is still a long way to reach the goal. Compared to Indian
Languages more work is done in foreign languages related to text to speech conversion. However researchers are now
concentrating on certain areas like prosodic, text preprocessing and pronunciation in order to produce natural
and pleasant speech, improve voice quality and linguistic analysis. Hindi Language is used by more than 400
million people across the world .As there is a need to research in text to speech synthesis for Hindi Language, we are
proposing a solution to improve the quality of Text to Speech System so that it will produce more fluent, natural Hindi
speech sound. This can be helpful for people who cannot read Hindi language, vision disable person etc.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW
Paul Taylor, Alan W Black, Richard Caley described a new method for storing linguistic data in a text to Speech
system. Linguistic entities such as words and phones are stored as feature structures in a general object called a
linguistic item. Items are configurable at run time and via the feature structure can contain arbitrary information.
Linguistic relations are used to store the relationship between items of the same linguistic type. Relations can take any
graph structure but are commonly trees or lists. Utterance structures contain all the items and relations contained in a
single utterance [1]. Deepa S.R., Kalika Bali , A.G. Ramakrishnan, Partha Pratim Talukdar addresses the problem of
Hindi compound word splitting and its relevance to developing a good quality phonetizer for Hindi Speech Synthesis.
The constituents of a Hindi compound word are not separated by space or hyphen. Hence, most of the existing
compound splitting algorithms cannot be applied to Hindi. They propose a new technique for automatic extraction of
compound words from Hindi corpus [2]. N. Sridhar Krishna, Partha Pratim Talukdar, Kalika Bali, A.G. Rama
Krishnan reports preliminary results of data-driven modeling of segmental (phoneme) duration for Hindi .They have
presented Classification and Regression Tree (CART) based data-driven duration modeling for segmental duration
prediction[3] . Lakshmi Sahu and Avinash Dhole explained single text-to-speech (TTS) system for Indian
languages (Viz., Hindi, Telugu, Kannada etc.) to generate human voice or speech (text to a spoken waveform).
In a text-to-speech system, spoken utterances are automatically generated from text. They present a corpus-driven textto-speech (TTS) system based on the concatenative synthesis approach [4]. M. Habibullah Pagarkar, Lakshmi Gopala
krishnan, Nimish Sheth proposed a method to develop a complete speech compression system using Devanagari script
[5].
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3. METHODOLOGY
The working of the proposed system is as follows:
1) Record Hindi barahkhadi (all vowels, consonants), most commonly occurring words in .wav form. Recording can
be done by using a microphone. We can record all barahkhadi in single .wav files by giving some stop while
speaking two letters and two words. Then we have cut all files using Sound forge software. There are many
softwares available that can cut the sound file into multiple files by detecting the gaps between two wav files. We
can also stores words that are most commonly used in Hindi. For testing purpose we have recorded 1000 words.
2) Store all .wav sound files in one folder.
3) Input text file written in Hindi devnagari script. We can also enter any text in textbox that we want to listen.
4) Tokenize text into letters in Hindi and map letter to sound.
5) We have used the concatenation approach for developing text to speech. Normally when we read any paragraph or
sentences there is a very small gap between two words. It is in milliseconds. We have played Space file when gap
between two words is detected .This approach will improve the Hindi text to Speech System.
3.1 Hindi Text To Speech Conversion Logic
To give input through textbox, user will enter Hindi text but written using English letters so Transliteration engine is
required so that it can convert English characters to corresponding Hindi characters (not translation). So if the input is
"meraa" output should show "मेरा" i.e. it will not check any semantic meaning of “meraa”. We have used two String
tables, one table contains Hindi letters, and other table contains equivalent English text. We have recorded Hindi
barahkhadi, and most probable words in Hindi and saved every letter, word separately. English letters are used for
naming stored files, so if the user types any Hindi letter or word using English text we can simply concatenate the
speech files with the name to get a final output. For example if user types 'स', its English equivalent is 'S'. So we have a
speech file by name 's.wav' which will be played when ‘स’ is to be pronounced.
3.2 Form Design

Figure 1 Screenshot of Form design
As shown in above figure, User needs to type Hindi words using English letters (i.e. transliteration). For example “मॆरा
नाम रानी है ” should be written as “Meraa naam raanii hai”. Now first using the transliteration table given below, it will
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convert the English text to Hindi text (Devnagari script) and should display “मॆरा नाम रानी है ”.Now it is role of the
Speech system to synthesis the text. While the transliteration is performed, the system creates a table of transliteration.
Table1 Transliteration Table
मॆ

Me

रा

raa

ना

naa

म

m

रा

raa

नी

nii

है

hai

We have created sound files and stored them by the name of English letters of the table i.e. a.wav, aa.wav, au.wav and
so on. Once the above table is ready, system concatenates’s the appropriate wav files sequentially and play it as speech
file. Figure below gives an overview of how speech is generated when we give input in Hindi language using English
characters.

English Typed Hindi Text:
Meraa naam raanii hai

Hindi Table
"अ","आ","इ","ई","ऒ","ओ","उ","ऊ","ऎ"
,"ए","ऐ","व","वा"," व","वी","वॆ","वे","वॊ",
"वो","वु","वू","रा","रॆ ","रे "," र"…..

Automata:
1. Search Whole Word in Table (Meraa) if this
word is present in English table,
Meraa.wav is also present in sound files.
2. If not matched reduce 1 character every time
and then search i.e.
 Mera
 Mer
 Me
3. Once matched store the word and Hindi
corresponding word E={Me},H={ मॆ }

English Table
"a","aa","i","ii","o","o","u","uu","e","e",
"ai","v","vaa","vi","vii","ve","ve","vo","
vo","vu","vuu","raa","re","re","ri”……

Sound Files
a.wav
aa.wav
i.wav
ii.wav
o.wav
u.wav
hai.wav
ranii.wav

4. Remove the Matched word from the current
word and repeat the process. Hence for
Meraa: H={मॆ,रा} E={Me,raa}
5. Once all the words are complete,Search for
wav files with names from E table and
concatenates all word’s sound file
including Space.wav and play them.
6. Hence for text “मॆरा नाम रानी है ” we will
play
me.wav+raa.wav+Space.wav+naam.wav+r
aanii.wav+Space.wav+hai.wav (if
meraa.wav is not present in sound files)

…….
Figure 2 Working of Hindi transliteration and Text to Speech for given example
4. CONCLUSION
This paper explains a simple approach to perform transliteration (i.e. Hindi to English character mapping) and viceversa and generates speech from Hindi text .This work can be extended to read a Hindi pdf file written in devnagari
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script .To support Marathi text to speech some letter’s pronunciation required to change (e.g. ‘जा’,’ चा’,’
and some additional letters (‘ ,….’) and Marathi words required to store in the dataset.

’,.....)
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